
Fitzgerald Cup 2022 - Assessment - Meal

Fitzgerald Cup - Meal Assessment
PATROL NAME _____________________________________________

Assessed by: ______________________________________________

Marking Mark

Invitation

Invitation is received by leader +1
Invitation clearly indicates
- time of leader collection
- time which the meal  is expected to be served
- requirement to bring dilly bag (if required)
- requirement to bring chair (if required)

+1/2
+1/2
+1/2
+1/2

Leader is collected from their prearranged pick up point +1

Patrol Manners

Meal time reflection said +1

Leader feels looked-after +1

Patrol members are friendly and considerate +1

Patrol members are respectful to each other and the leader +1

Timing

Meal is served at the stated time; courses and dishwashing flow smoothly 2

Meal served at the stated time 1
Leader wonders if Patrol is having to grow the meal from scratch 0

Balanced Menu

Includes at least two courses, forming a well-balanced meal using a variety of food groups 2

Multiple food groups are incorporated 1

Boring and monotonously unhealthy! 0

Quality of Meal

BONUS: Includes something special to make it outstanding +1

Well cooked and nicely presented, and not entirely out of a tin! 4

Reasonable attempt at a simple meal 2

Something went significantly wrong (e.g. undercooked, inedible) 0

Hygiene

Handwashing station is used (by cooks, and by patrol members before meal) +1

Preparation area is kept clean; cross-contamination from raw meat is avoided +1

Patrol members are well presented (clean faces, clothing and long hair tied up) +1

Two (or three) stage dishwashing station is used +1
Dishwashing water is suitably clean and warm (and changed when necessary) +1

After-care service

Leader's beautifully cleaned eating gear returned promptly 2

Leader's eating gear returned reasonably quickly and quite clean 1

Leader's eating gear returned … eventually … in a vaguely clean state 0
Leader has to sue patrol in order to get eating gear returned or it comes back in an unfit state -2

TOTAL 24


